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Dominique Foata [2] [6] gave a beautiful combinatonal proof or the following binomial coefficients identity, that is trivially equivalent to the famous PfaCSaalschutz identity: a + b a + e b + c (a + b + r -n)! ( a + k ) ( e + k ) ( h + k )
!
Here we show how to q-iry his argument, thus proving Jackson's [3] y-analog of Saalschuu.
[ Goulden [5] .
Assume that you have a finite alphabet that has been totally ordered. An inversion in a word a , , a,. . . . , a, is a pair of indices i, jsuch that i < j but at > a,. We denote by inv(w) the number of inversions of w. For example inv(3121332) = 7. It is well known ((41, 5.1) that if M(a,, . . . , a,) is the set of words that have a, I's, . . . , a,r's then . _ _ ,nrlr,l+mr,,,i~*lnr,x~;, weight (n., . wi, w,) = q then, of course, because of (2) We will now describe Foata's proof in a form tha! makes it q-generalizable. Le!'s piesen! first a typical element of M ,,,,., say with a = 3. h = 4, c = 3, k = 1 where I<, . w, , w, are
I '
A q-Foata Proof ,of the q-Saalschiitz Identity I Fcats'o bsnulifd proof of the S..ls~huu idcnlity is eicficd. I Dominiquc Foata [2] [6] gave a beautiful wmbinatorial proof of the following binomial codficicnts identity, that is trivially equivalent to the famous FTaK-Saalschutz identity:
Here we show how to q-ify his argument, thus proving Jackson's [3] q-analog of Saalxhutz. 
c -k) consistingof triplets of words (w,, w2, w,) where
w, has h , + k 2 ' s , c -kYs, and define ~1--_ ---.
i"r(".,)+,"r(.*)+irn(..,l weight (w;, w,, w,) = q then, of course, because of (2) We will now describe Foata's proof in a form that makes it q-generalizable. Let's present first a typical element of Ma, , , say with o = 3, h = 4, c = 3, k = I where w,. w2. wi are written in row I , row 2. and row 3. respectively. For example whose weight is q' . d . q' = q".
We will now read our triplets of words 'in Ch~nese* that is by columns and make from a triplet of words just one word 'in Chinese' using the 'Chinesc alphabet' of 5 letters Ifthe first column is we write down i ,cross out the Is in the first and second (0 rows and keep going. Similarly if the first column is either (i) or (i) we write down ( I ) , This system of linear equations has the rollowing solution (n being an integer parameter) e , = a -n , e , = n + k , e , = b -n , e , = n -k , e , = c -n . 
